Fact #6

Wool felt’s natural properties

Fraster’s wool felt is a genuine
natural product; made of pure
wool using a technique that
has been used for thousands
of years. Only steam, elbow
grease and the occasional color
is added.
The wool itself and the subsequent manufacturing process to
finished felt provides numerous
appealing properties.
1. Resilient form
Wool felt is extremely resilient and durable. It retains its
strength and shape for decades
without unravelling or fraying.
At the same time, wool always
returns to its natural shape so
that impressions from furniture,
for example, will automatically disappear from felt carpets
after a short time.
2. Tear resistant
Wool felt is tear resistant and
holds a nice, clean edge. The felt
can also be cut into any size and
shape.
3. Water repellent
Wool is naturally water repellent.
Spilled liquids can thus be easily
dried / wiped away without leaving stains or spots.
4. Flame retardant
Wool is naturally flame retardant. It is difficult to ignite, does
not melt and has good self-extinguishing properties.
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5. Noise reducing
The acoustic properties of felt
makes the material particularly useful as a noise reduction
and sound-insulating material.
Similarly, felt effectively reduces vibrations and is therefore
suitable for reducing the sound
of footsteps and increasing the
walking comfort in a room.
6. Insulating
Wool felt provides any room with
a natural warmth, and also has
outstanding insulating properties.
7. Antistatic
Wool prevents the formation of
static electricity. Felt products
from Fraster will therefore not
attract lint, debris and dust,
reducing the need for frequent
cleaning.
8. Allergy-friendly
Wool is resistant to the kinds of
bacteria, mold and mildew that
are among the most common
causes of allergic reactions for
many people. Moreover, the wool
felt naturally absorbs a wide
range of harmful pollutants
from the air and retains them. It
is estimated that using wool as
an interior element will help to
clean the air for 30 years.
9. Sustainable
Wool felt is a sustainable and
100% biodegradable material.

Ask away!
If you have questions concerning Fraster’s wool felt,
you are always welcome to
contact us by tel.+45 8788
2244. You can also write to us
at post@fraster.dk.
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